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About This Game

Snow Ash Land is a multiplayer post-apocalyptic top-down shooter game with rpg mechanics and survival in semi-open world.
It simulates a dying society in a post-apocalyptic world. Guided by factions with very different ideologies, the player can choose

to help rebuild civilization or destroy humanity.

There's a lot of interractions between players in multiplayer mode : Guilds, pvp territory wars, resources and informations
exchanges, language, politics, economy, building...
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Each player can be a piece of a huge whole, choose a profession with its importance in the workings of the political and economic
system of the game, whose effectiveness and utility will depend on the professions of the other players.

You will need each other to do your job effectively and succeed in creating some semblance of economic and social stability or you
can be part of those who want the end of old societies.

The game will have a strong dominant roleplay ,but without frustrating players who would simply like to fight and play
competitively ,they will be able to choose a faction in which they can compete against each other without suffering any malus or

bonus.

As for players who wanted to play more in the atmosphere of the game,they can choose a simple citizen job so they will be
protected by bonuses that will make others think twice before shoot them.

The player will have to explore the world to understand the past, how the world became what it is today. Some characters are the
keys to history, they will give the player a lot of information to understand. With these elements it will then be possible to make

choices, to decide which faction defends the path that you think is best.....
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Title: Snow Ash Land
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, RPG, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Faust
Publisher:
Hope
Release Date: 27 Nov, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: 64-bit Windows 7, 64-bit Windows 10

Processor: AMD Ryzen 3 2200G or Intel CPU Core i3-2100

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB Video memory

Storage: 800 MB available space

English,French
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snow ashland. snow ashland steam. snow ash land game

it's an okay game, the puzzles are very inventive and the playing method is very fun however it seems fairly overpriced for what
you get.. fun game with good graphics and music

edit: love the new update. do i recommend this game? in 1999 yeah. This game presents some problems in the gameplay, it is
repetitive and presents several gaps in the plot, especially in the end. The price also seems to me somewhat excessive. However,
the story is an interesting, though simple, approach to a certain concept of evil: everything and everyone is a tool for your goals
and your actions, no matter how brutal they are, they are justified. I like how this game can lead to reflections on the moral
implications of these issues, or at least on how and why the game fails to address these issues.. BARELY a thumbs up. On
average I might expect somebody to play this game 2-3 hours then quit out of having long finished the game, or getting bored of
it. The big problem is there are few locations to explore compared to other games and it gets old relatively quickly. Even the
dialogue trees are often repeated to the point. Only recomended for hardcore point and click fans.. This game is pretty good,and
yes it can be pretty boring some times, but the developer listens alot! so help the game get better and better with him, You can
go to the steam discussions and he will answer you within a day, he can make changes and updates pretty fast, also he loves
suggestions :D. I know its the Alpha, but ran out of questions pretty quickly, and none of them were all that difficult. Also, lots
and lots of typos and poor grammar. Wait to get this thing or pick a better trivia game.. The simply good game it focuses on real-
life events in the middle east like ISIS and teaches the player the rights and wrongs of being a chicken to real life events and the
media.
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Dead Hungry Diner is a casual Restaurant City style game featuring zombies and brain berries rather than the typical restaurant
patron. The game includes both quick game and story modes, supports the Steam Overlay and widescreen resolutions and is a
very small 73 MB install. The music and graphics are both well done, and while the gameplay is fairly standard fare, the overall
presentation is quite good. For a casual game of this nature this is a very good title. This is the perfect budget title for Facebook
gamers who enjoy timed puzzle challenges, and for the low price it is offered at, a solid purchase.. Does this Map have
"Medicinal MJ" Stores? i can picture 47 Smoking a Doob.. but that's another game altogether.. Awesome VR app! I am enjoy to
watch full 360 video contents! High quality videos with neat design, very comfortable for user to explore. Also, they have
brilliant idea on the CSGO Live streaming, it's the BEST part. LOVE it. :). WOW. What can I say except

burgnr

Burger\/burger needs more burger

Seriously though it is a good zombie game. Dark Souls needs to learn from this game. All I need to say! :). This game seems to
have been abandoned. No updates in months on a game that's no where near completion. Do not buy this game unless you dont
mind playing unfinished products.. Wave shooter with a twist. It's not particularly challenging but it can still be a lot of fun. I
cherish the screams of friends as they realize the things that go bump in the night are getting closer.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HoicBDpJEa4&t=87s. Nice movie but to short... and kind stupid... (
I can refund but will support the VR devs any way!
Thank you for trying to do good VR story...

We are the Plague BETA KEYS!!:
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We'd love to hear your professional opinion about our game - so if you are an influencer, Steam curator, twitcher or youtuber
we've got a treat for you! Mail pr@forever-entertainment.com from your official account for a chance to get a Stem key for
"We are the Plague" prologue before anyone else!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/992690/We_are_the_Plague/
. Updates and Fixes:
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It seems that you’re having fun with the Mainlining experience but it hasn’t gone unnoticed that some of you are encountering a
few issues. These are being addressed as quickly as we can get to them with new builds being posted onto Steam on a regular
basis.

So far the following issues have been fixed.

The game options now save correctly.

Fixed crash when reopening the map

Fixed crash downloading a file from Phil Stern’s machine.

Corrected a crash when logging into skybox

Addressed a crash when using the arrest window

Corrected one of Phil Stern’s text files that appears on philhippic.bp.

Repaired a story prompt the failed to go off in the third case.

Fixed an issue that saw some players being able to jump to an OSs early if they clicked the far-right pixel.

Stopped players being able to access the eight case early.

Updated newspaper text that was grabbing wrong the incorrect string.

The following issues have also been reported and are currently being worked on. Updates will be pushed as they are addressed
and fixed.
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The scroll bars in the messaging windows of the Peyotex OS work incorrectly and users need to use their mouse-wheel
to be able to scroll and read the text (this seems to occur mainly with laptop users).

Some windows have depth issues causing the user to be able to click through them.

Tabbing out and back into the game causes an intermittent screen glitch (white flashing) for some users.

Thanks for your patience.

. SUITCASE P1-P3,:

Greetings!

No matter whoever or wherever you are I can only see excellent minds reading this.
Your interest has affected every single word here and I really wonder how strong these words will be.
But, there are mirrors everywhere… Whose misleading and sharp corners can be highly dangerous. And for that reason I must
warn you about a few proposed ideas:

•Maybe we should mention that the game is still in development.
Although I know how I want to shape that conundrum, in the next crucial year I’d really like to share with several good-hearted
people access to the beta-test of the game because as I think it’s really important.
Until then, I’ll try to entertain you with fresh images and new demonstrations.
Anticipation is not a reliable thing, but we can try cooking up something new in the community kitchen.

•Have you ever heard about Achilles’ heel? In my particular case, my vulnerability is Choice. Can’t say why this allocation is so
impractical. Choice took away my opportunity to speak with you in every human language.
But in one way or another I want to make this game with love.
Here I have to admit that I also must be convinced of this declaration, of this love.
How? Here, a friend of mine can bestow me with such a possibility, such privilege.
By the way, right now the list of languages is not as wide as I want it to be.
I hope that in the future it will be expanded with more languages, open to more minds.
Time can tell.

•As foolish as it is to deny it, not every word must be drawn in stone.
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Looking ahead, if you feel like saying something deeply-held feelings then feel free to email me your message:
askvaldram@inbox.ru
or directly message me at: https://www.facebook.com/Zolynh/
It doesn’t mean I don’t have other pages in social media or other places… Without exception we all need guarantees. So, for you
to not face the risk of imposture I recommend to use these links.

Yours,
Valdram Arispoga

. "Downgrade" version up.:
The text got an outline and the narrator’s names are in another color, so they are easier to see.. ARSONIST | 'Best moment':

It's a win when you jump out of the exploding house at the last moment!
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https://store.steampowered.com/app/1000460/Arsonist/
. Announcing Zoom Player v14.4:
Highlights:

Support for the new AV1 codec.

Media Library enhancements.

Station manager enhancements.

Important bug fixes.

What's new in Zoom Player v14.4:

  * Initial support for the AV1 video compression format:

  AOMedia Video 1 (AV1), is an open, royalty-free video coding format
  designed for video transmissions over the Internet. It is being
  developed by the Alliance for Open Media (AOMedia), a consortium
  of firms from the semiconductor industry, video on demand providers,
  and web browser developers, founded in 2015.
  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AV1

  The AV1 codec should eventually provide a 20% superior image
  quality/bitrate compared to HEVC (H.265).

  * New "Run Application" media library plugin that lets you run applications
  and scripts directly from a media library category thumbnail.

  * New Setting (Adv. Options / Interface), Station manager should stay on
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  top of other application when switching to fullscreen mode.

  * New Setting (Adv. Options / Playback), Load .URL files as streaming media
  (otherwise load as web page).

  * New (Adv. Options / Playback) "On play complete" option to execute an
  application or script as soon as the playlist completes playing.

  + Media library meta-data scraping had issues with long file paths and
  URLs (over 200 characaters, depending on Zoom Player's installation
  path) due to an early design decision to make the cached entries easy
  to identify using their file names and URL addresses.

  However, to this day, windows does not support paths longer than 255
  characters correctly. As a work-around, if a long file name or url is
  processed, the cache mechanism now uses a short hash instead
  of the full file name or url.

  + Enhanced support for RSS feed thumbnails. More thumbnails should show
  up when adding RSS feeds as media library categories (including more
  category thumbnail for feeds that support them).

  + If an RSS Feed has multiple entries with the same publish date, the
  entries will now be second-level sorted by URL.

  + The number of RSS entries cached by the media library plugin has been
  raised from 2000 to 5000.

  + Two Sonique visualization resolution settings have changed from an
  aspect ratio of 4:3 to 16:9 :
  320x240 -> 320x180
  640x480 -> 640x360

  This change may not be reflected in the drop-down list if you are
  not using an updated language pack, but this is just cosmetic, the
  new resolutions are set according to the numbers above.

  + Enhanced the SHOUTcast station sorting.

  + When downloading playlists, Zoom Player now uses the windows temp
  folder instead of the 'my documents'.

  + When playing archive files (zip/rar), the archive is now extracted to
  the windows temp folder instead of 'my documents'.

  + Meta-data returned when playing streaming audio is now trimmed to remove
  superfluous spaces before/after the returned text.

  - A race condition caused the scrape manager thread not to signal it is
  terminating correctly, causing Zoom Player to freeze on exit.

  - The media library playlist plugin now supports playlist URLs longer than
  255 characters long.

  - RSS feeds containing a special unicode line-break character in the
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  description would trigger a freeze when opening the RSS media library
  category a second time.

  - Enabling the "Share Play History at a custom path" setting and not
  specifying a trailing "\" in the folder name would cause the play
  history to be saved incorrectly.

  - The "Continue to the next Playlist item when an invalid file is played"
  setting would skip tracks if the unplayable media was the last playlist
  entry.

  - Opening a playlist from the file-open dialog would not always preserve
  the active playlist entry as specified in the playlist file.

  - Some unicode characters did not show up correctly in the playlist editor
  and music OSD if the selected font did not support the characters.
  Now a different windows text-rendering function is used, one that takes
  unsupported character from a system-default font.

  - When including an executable entry in the playlist, playback did not
  progress to the next track correctly and would cause the wrong title
  to appear in the playlist editor.

  - Playing an audio file with visualization could cause the right click menu
  to show multiple "close navigator" entries when right-clicking on a
  fullscreen navigation interface.

  - The SHOUTcast station browser would show duplicate entries after opening
  the dialog multiple times on different days.

  - When playing SHOUTcast/ICEcast streams, playing the next track would
  cause the previously playing title to overwrite the new track's title
  in the playlist editor.

  - Opening a streaming URL from clipboard (Alt+Ctrl+"U") failed to work if
  the URL was a playlist.

  - Pressing the "Play (add to playlist)" button while a navigation interface
  was visible and the "Stop closes the navigation interfaces" setting was
  enabled prevented playback of the station from starting.

  - Parsing ".CUE" files failed when the an entry contained the word "TRACK"
  in either the performer or title tags.

Support Zoom Player development on Patreon
Would you like to help new features become a reality sooner rather than later? Join us by supporting Zoom Player on  Patreon
[www.patreon.com].
As a patron you will receive early access to exclusive content, input on future development and the warm fuzzy feeling you get
in your heart for helping to make Zoom Player great.. Version 1.15 released:
Two major features in this version. First the ability to set maximum allowed tonnage of a fleet which will helps you not go
bankrupt if automated fleets start spawning additional squadrons. Second, the long awaited unique ships for major races! In this
version Monarchy and Confederacy got those, remaining major races will get those in v1.16. Also the widely requested sorting
and filtering of planets list.
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- [feature] Optional max total tonnage of fleet (on Fleet/Shipyard screen), allows you to better control fleet upkeep costs.
- [feature] All major races got unique planetary defences.
- [feature] Monarchy and Confederacy got unique ships (in future version all major races will have unique units).

- [interface] Added list of strategic weapons to Empire/Summary.
- [interface] Added "Imperial frontier" filter on planets list screen which allows you to filter all planets on both sides of the
imperial border (frontier imperial planets and neighbour planets) which can be useful for conquest, colonization, etc.
- [interface] Sorting of planets on planets list screen (by population, rare resources, specialization, loyalty, etc).
- [interface] Notice on a planet screen saying which fleet is preparing a conquest of this planet (if any).

- [fix] Fixed placement of sectors direction buttons on Fleet/Orders screen.

. Crisis VRigade Version 1.5 Ready! New Mission: Port Ambush:
A new mission is awaiting for you: A smuggler group are trying to take money from the black market through the port. Don’t let
them do it and don’t let their boss escape. The air units confirm the presence of an helicopter. Stop it!

This new release has a lot of improvements:

- Improved sound effects
- Audio help (hear it, you will get some hints)
- Improved AI movements
- Improved AI aim
- Added a shooting range
- Lots of surprises
- Lots of action
- Big Game Over
- A surprise in the bank last scene
- Difficulty has been reviewed and relaxed a bit. But still, don't expect to Rambo the game and finish it with easy.
- Added more standing positions on the port.
- A LOT of small things

Thanks to the community for all the feedback. Crisis VRigade will become awesome with your help.
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Enjoy!

PS: Beware of the RPG.
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